
2016 Census results for London CMA Census metropolitan area

Almost a third (32.9%) of Londoners who are employed 
(part-time/full-time) report an employment income 
which is less than $30,000 (here we exclude those with 
no employment income).

This would include the many who are working either 
part-time or part-year, or in very low paying jobs.

Note: this is prior to the minimum wage hike early this 
year.

This is an identical percent to Canada overall, where 
32.9% also do so (again excluding those with no 
employment income)



At least some employment income at some point over 2015.. 



In Feb 2018, 243,700 employed, of whom 19.8% are working part-time (i.e. 48,400 
persons).  This is for the larger CMA 



This focus is not only on the “full-time” employment, but full time employment 
thorough out the 2015 calendar year (not working only part the year).



To give you an idea of the sort of detail available, here are the median incomes of the occupational categories of the 30 most common occupational categories in 
the London CMA.  This would involve roughly 40% of Londoners who are working full-time full year.   HERE WE CONSIDER EXCLUSIVELY THOSE WORKING
FULL TIME/FULL YEAR.    

We have this from 500 different  occupations from Stats Can using their NOC classification.   BTW, this also includes the median (full-time/full year) for all Londoners 
(CMA) at $52,021.   This is slightly below the national average ($53,773).  If you are working in Lndno,  you are doing reasonably well, relatively speaking, as is true 
for Canadians in general. 



I trust this table as being close to reality, as these guys can’t  hide easily income and benefits nor 
stash away income earned (yes, I know: tips and under the table, but how much would that be?)  

This is based on tax files linked to the census, i.e. the best income we’ve ever had from a census

These are obviously people (1000’s in London) who have seen major gains with the rise in 
Minimum  wage as this is prior the rise to $14 an hour.



This is based on the 2016 CENSUS using their National Occupational Classification System

This is for London CMA (for all occupations that have at least 100 persons).  I am suppressing
very specific categories for this specific geography (consistent with Stats Can practice).

I think there are occupations that should be on this list, including the aforementioned specialist
physicians.    I have greater confidence in the “counts” rather than “medians” given the

aforementioned difficulties in accounting for gross income.  I’m not a fan of this table.



A different level of aggregation (140 different “minor groups” rather than 500, but still 
using Stats Can’s National Occupational Classification (complicated, eh?)



Statistics Canada job vacancy and wage survey.

With survey data, very specific categories of employment are not captured
E.g. Judges, i.e. we lack geographic and occupational detail.

CANADA OVERALL  (not from the census, but from a survey)



Statistics Canada job vacancy and wage survey

CANADA OVERALL  (not from the census, but from a survey)

All the data I’m giving you is, of course, before the recent rise in minimum wage.. 


